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Each of our large landscape projects has an area
targeted for complete eradication of at least
one predator. This emphasis on removal and
protection creates an important learn-by-doing
dynamic.
To share innovation we facilitate quarterly Zoom
and face-to-face meetings with project leaders and
host a coordination workshop with project staff
every March. Our last workshop emphasised that
eradication projects require a completely different
approach — attitudes, language, methodologies,
tools and verification techniques — from traditional
suppression operations.

We expect to announce funding agreements
for new large landscape projects and product
developments over the next few months.
Ed Chignell, CEO

www.rodmorris.co.nz

The Big Picture

Field Notes
Taranaki
With Towards a Predator-Free Taranaki’s Zero
Possum operation from the Kaitake Ranges to
Oakura well underway, the value of leghold traps is
becoming clear.
As possum numbers get very low, leg holds are
more effective at catching survivors than other
designs. This is because their open architecture
lessens the interaction between the device and
shy animals before capture.

Around 95 people are now being employed across
six projects.

Zero Invasive Predators has supplied the Taranaki
project with traps which fit into a custom-moulded
plastic casing containing an electronic transmitter.
The traps can be locked out to prevent accidental
triggering in stormy weather. A bungy cord is also
added to the chain to prevent escapes.
A virtual boundary of 1300 wireless node and
lockout-enabled leghold traps, set 10-15m apart
and communicating via 12 satellite boxes, has
been installed near Pukeiti Gardens at the edge of
Taranaki’s Zero Possum Area by ZIP technical staff.

With backing from the Provincial Growth Fund,
we are also working with a range of New Zealand
designers and researchers to expand the range of
predator control tools available to projects.

The system is being fully tested to ensure it is
functional ahead of a second, double prefeed
aerial toxin application, due to take place across
the Kaitake range shortly.

Thermal imaging and locating bait stations by
abseiling are options being considered for the cliff
areas.
A lean detection system is being established
behind this rolling front, with one camera and bait
station per 35 ha and a leghold trap every 25 ha.
Advice from ZIP suggests that there is no hurry

Towards a Predator-Free Taranaki Project Manager Toby
Shanley checks the virtual boundary.

Project Manager Toby Shanley received an
unexpected bonus at home when he discovered
Oi/ grey faced petrels nesting near his house
“We hear them swooping along the cliffs most nights
and I found two down by the road the other night.
More motivation to keep up the predator control and
make sure they have a safe place to nest,” he said in a
recent video post on Facebook.
His coastal property is within the Zero Possum
Area which benefits from stoat and rat control
undertaken through Toward Predator-Free
Taranaki’s urban programme.

to catch every last possum. As survivors become
more mobile, associated with breeding and
migration, they are likely to “come to you”. Dogs can
be used as a final detection tool.
ZIP is also helping the team anticipate barrier
design options on the isthmus to the peninsula,
so they can be tested with landowners and the
community for acceptability.
Predator Free Hawke’s Bay’s long view is Māhia
creates an eradication template that can be used
elsewhere in the region, like in the Cape to City
and Poutiri Ao ō Tāne project areas where predator
suppression over a long period is helping the
region’s biodiversity to recover.
This long-term thinking is also evident in the
council’s Hawke’s Bay Regional Pest Management
Plan, which passed without legal challenge and
is now operative. This provides for possum
eradication and predator control areas that are
legally binding if 75 percent agree. Māhia is the
first place where this will be used and is tracking
well to exceed the 75 percent landowner sign-up
requirement for a possum eradication area.

Hawke’s Bay
Predator Free Hawke’s Bay now has 3,000 ha of
Māhia Peninsula under possum eradication and
predator control operations.
The Whakatipu Māhia team is working from the
south, with contractors using brodifacoum bait
stations as the primary tools to target possums.

The Hawke’s Bay team have reported a couple
of recent Health & Safety incidents involving
light utility vehicles - a rollover and near miss
when a front wheel went into a hole, risking
serious harm. Incidents have been investigated
and recommendations implemented. Predator
Free 2050 Limited works closely with teams to
recognise and address any Health and Safety
concerns in the milestone reporting process.

Wellington
Predator Free Wellington began its Miramar
eradication campaign on July 8 with 24 field staff

employed to regularly check traps and bait stations
set out on an exacting grid with the consent of
3000 land owners.
The operation phase followed six months of
preparatory work, with staff communicating with
the 20,000 people living on the peninsula.

Predator Free Wellington’s heat maps of bait
take on Miramar have also attracted interest on
Facebook, enabling residents to see where rats
have been most active through July-August. In
orange areas bait is being replaced every week.
Traps are deployed when bait take slows down.

Traps and bait stations stencilled with Predator
Free Wellington can now be seen around shopping
areas, along footpaths, seawalls, in parks and
around homes, untampered with because of the
overwhelming awareness and support from the
community. Door knocking in Miramar shows
willingness to participate at 99 percent, while
surveys in wider Wellington show 92 percent
support for a predator-free Wellington.
Predator Free Wellington Project Director James
Willcocks says the project has been able to attract
an incredibly diverse workforce, from recent
university graduates to community leaders and
experienced conservation practitioners. The
opportunity to be part of this pioneering urban
project has proven to be incredibly attractive.

“Every fortnight we bring all of our field staff in
for a full team meeting in the afternoon to brief
them on any changes, review health and safety
issues etc. We’ll put a BBQ on to acknowledge
their efforts and give time and space to reflect
on the work, interactions and challenges that are
part of the operation. It is about building a strong
team culture and preventing the development of
silos between the different teams.”

The project expects that rats and mustelids will
be successfully removed from the peninsula by
Christmas.
Meanwhile, Capital Kiwi now has 2,000 traps
out around its 23,000ha project area in the hills
around Wellington, about half the total amount
needed. With the large stations now covered, the
project is turning its attention to plugging holes,
the coast, main roads, and merging effort with
community groups in the city’s western green belt
and suburban fringe.
Over 100 stoats have been caught to date. Trail
cameras are being trialled to develop a proof of
eradication methodology.

Waiheke

A virtual predator barrier being constructed
alongside the international airport to prevent
reinvasion will include:
• An 80cm fence added along the existing
Wellington International Airport fence.
• Six barrier lines made up of a combination of
traps and bait stations placed every 50m.
• Four lines of traps (two each side) along the
coastlines.
• A line of non-toxic automatic lure dispensers
(with mayonnaise) to show what/if anything is
attempting to cross the barrier.

Te Korowai o Waiheke has completed a draft
mustelid eradication plan, currently under review
by Predator Free 2050 Limited.
The plan proposes a trap network across the entire
island, based on a trap every six hectares, with
follow up detection and targeting of any trap-shy
individuals.
Three new staff have been employed to start
talking to residents about locating and monitoring
traps on their properties.
Field team manager Paul Kviecinskas and field
technicians Maryanne Read and Phil Salisbury are
all current Waiheke residents.

programmes with DOC and Northland Regional
Council. Marica Dale is a part time volunteer
coordinator working with the Guardians group
at the Dunedin end of the peninsula. Further
coordinators and city council staff responsible
for the Urban Linkage project will be employed
shortly.

Paul Kviecinskas, Maryanne Read and Phil Salisbury

Engagement Manager Jenny Holmes has been
helping build interest in the project with the
Waiheke community, encouraging residents to use
the e-bird App to monitor 10 indicator bird species
that are vulnerable to predators.
Recent illustrations in the Te Korowai o Waiheke
e-newletter and local newspaper explain the
threats predators pose to native biodiversity.

OPBT Project Manager Nathan McNally and Volunteer
Coordinator Marica Dale

OSPRI’s contribution to the project, prompted
by a recent TB outbreak north of Dunedin, is
producing impressive results with zero possums
detected after trapping and toxin application in the
Flagstaff area. An estimated 2000 possums have
been removed over six weeks. A video update of
progress in the Halo Project area by Landscape
Connections Trust chair Dave Sharp is a new
addition on the PFD website.
The recent return of South Island robins to
Dunedin suburbs after a 50 year absence made
the front page of the Otago Daily Times twice.

Research Update
Promising results in Perth River valley
On 23 July, Zero Invasive Predators (ZIP) completed
the second phase of a predator removal operation
in the Perth River valley, South Westland.

Dunedin
Predator Free Dunedin has recently started
implementing a revised eradication plan which
shifts emphasis from hotspots to maintaining
optimal trap densities for landscape eradication.
It is making progress with preliminary scoping
of a predator aversion fence alongside SH1
with support from the New Zealand Transport
Authority. Drones will be used to capture detailed
imagery and topography, assist with costing and
ongoing maintenance and vegetation management
issues. A fence design will be tested at ZIP’s
animal behaviour facility before fundraising and
development. Nathan McNally has started as
the Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Trust Project
Manager and has a background in managing pest

Survivor detection is now underway in the
11,000ha valley using an intensive network of
peanut butter-filled chew cards (every 20m along
all routes within the area), along with 146 lured
trail cameras on an approximately 700 x 500 metre
grid.
The work will continue until mid-November 2019
to verify the success of the operation. As at 12
September, no surviving possums, rats or stoats
had been detected within the project area.
During the second phase of the operation 12
radio-tagged kea and 14 radio-tagged tahr were
monitored and confirmed as unharmed.

The project, co-funded through the ‘Best Use of
Existing Approaches’ programme as part of the
Predator Free 2050 Limited Research Strategy,
now aims to show how the area can be protected
from predator re-establishment.

Understanding rats and mice

ZIP will use A24 trap-reinforced natural river and
alpine barriers to minimise reinvasion, and then
detection and targeted removal of any individuals
that do manage to reinvade.

The report found detailed studies of the spatial
and population ecology of any of the species are
relatively scarce, particularly in urban and rural
habitats.

Getting smarter with data

It was supported by the ‘Exploring New
Approaches’ programme of the Predator Free 2050
Limited Research Strategy.

Predator Free 2050 Limited’s support for
Groundtruth has contributed to re-development
of the Trap.NZ mobile App, interoperability and
data commons, and the first phase of camera trap
integration this year.
The platform is also starting to integrate outcome
monitoring, particularly five-minute bird counts
and kiwi call counts, and early visualisation has
been developed in conjunction with Predator Free
Wellington.

Manaaki Whenua has completed a systematic
review of the population and spatial ecology of
invasive rats and house mice in New Zealand to
improve the parameters used in modelling.

A look to the future
Science Strategy Manager Dan Tompkins and
Project Support Manager Su Sinclair have looked
at what current and emerging tools are making
possible.
Dan presented to a recent meeting of the
Environmental Protection Authority and Su to the
Sanctuaries of New Zealand workshop in August.
They anticipate big jumps in capability with the
development of new devices, drones, cameras,
fencing, aerial toxin delivery and genetic tools over
the next 5-20 years, subject to social and policy
acceptability.

How to build social licence
Predator Free 2050 Limited recently worked with
the Predator Free NZ Trust to respond to requests
from projects for assistance with social research
and engagement.

The rebuilt App will provide greater reliability, flexibility and features.

It was supported by ‘The Modelling and Data
Sharing’ programme of the Predator Free 2050
Limited Research Strategy.

Funding successes
The results of this year’s MBIE Endeavour funding
round have now been released. Congratulations on
success to Manaaki Whenua for their application
‘Eradication Science: eliminating the last survivors
to achieve predator freedom’ and to the University
of Otago for their application ‘Enabling possum
fertility control and eradication’. Both projects
show great promise for building our ability to
achieve Predator Free 2050.

Mark Chenery from Common Cause Australia
examined the values and framing that can be
used to build public support behind predator free
projects.
Surveys show that New Zealanders’ strongest
values relate to enhancing the welfare of people,
appreciating and protecting nature and creating
our own destiny. Framing stories so they resonate
with these dominant values tend be more effective
than those that speak to fear-based extrinsic
values such as security, power and status.
Annie Perkins and Monica Peters from Groundwork
Associates helped develop shared understanding
of concepts and processes for successful
community engagement. Mentoring sessions are
being facilitated with seven predator free project
teams over the next six months to build on the
workshop.
Feedback from participants on the workshops can
be viewed here

Office update
In numbers

HOLD THESE DATES

4 Dec 2019
Project lead teleconference

Mar 2020 TBA
Second Project Coordination
Workshop, Hawkes Bay

Post-graduate fieldwork
awards

Staff changes
Shelley Crawford has joined us as Executive Assistant and Office
Manager after Kath Mead left to resume her career in the film
and advertising sector. Shelley worked previously as a community
engagement executive with Air New Zealand.

A call for applications will be
made shortly for operational
funding for postgraduates
conducting predator ecology
studies in urban and rural
landscapes. Contact dant@
pf2050.co.nz for further
information.

Nicole Hayward joins us as a part time Finance Administrator from
Ngāti Whātua Ōrākei Whai Maia.

Noted
Royal Society calls for overhaul of gene-technology regulations and
wide public discussion.
The National Animal Welfare Advisory Committee (NAWAC)
has revised its guideline for assessing the welfare performance of
restraining and kill traps for vertebrate pest control.
New Zealand ecosanctuaries: types, attributes and outcomes
published in Journal of the Royal Society of New Zealand by John
Innes et al.
Study seeking future homes for kakapo using fossil records published
in Biological Conservation by Pia Lentini et al.
Council monitoring of tūī in Hamilton halo area shows 25-fold
increase since 2004
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